Nonclassic Functions of Human Topoisomerase I: Genome-Wide and Pharmacologic Analyses
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Abstract

The biological functions of nuclear topoisomerase I (Top1) have been difficult to study because knocking out Top1 is lethal in metazoans. To reveal the functions of human Top1, we have generated stable Top1 small interfering RNA (siRNA) cell lines from colon and breast carcinomas (HCT116-siTop1 and MCF-7-siTop1, respectively). In those clones, Top1 is reduced ~5-fold and Top2α compensates for Top1 deficiency. A prominent feature of the siTop1 cells is genomic instability, with chromosomal aberrations and histone γ-H2AX foci associated with replication defects. siTop1 cells also show rDNA and nucleolar alterations and increased nuclear volume. Genome-wide transcription profiling revealed 55 genes with consistent changes in siTop1 cells. Among them, asparagine synthetase (ASNS) expression was reduced in siTop1 cells and in cells with transient Top1 down-regulation. Conversely, Top1 complementation increased ASNS, indicating a causal link between Top1 and ASNS expression. Correspondingly, pharmacologic profiling showed L-asparaginase hypersensitivity in the siTop1 cells. Resistance to camptothecins, indenoisoquinoline, aphidicolin, hydroxyurea, and staurosporine and hypersensitivity to etoposide and actinomycin D associated with replication, transcription, repair, and recombination (1, 2). Second, it is the sole molecular target of camptothecins, which are used to treat human cancers (3–5).

The essential nature of Top1 is reflected in the fact that animals [e.g., Drosophila (6) and mice (7)] whose Top1 gene is inactivated die at an early stage of embryogenesis. The survival of budding and fission yeasts without Top1 has been explained by compensation by topoisomerase II (Top2; ref. 2). The enzymatic function of Top1 avoids the accumulation of DNA supercoiling during replication and transcription (1, 2). Top1-mediated DNA cleavage-religation proceeds by the formation and resealing of covalent enzyme-DNA intermediates, which are referred to as the cleavage complexes (Top1cc). Top1cc form with broad sequence selectivity, allowing the enzyme to act at a large number of sites in the genome.

The natural alkyloid camptothecin and its therapeutic derivatives, topotecan and the active metabolite of irinotecan, selectively trap Top1cc by binding at the interface of the Top1-DNA cleavage complex (3, 5). Top1cc can also be stabilized by promiscuous endogenous DNA modifications (8) such as abasic sites, mismatches, and nicks and by carcinogenic adducts formed by benzo(a)pyrene diol epoxide, vinyl chloride, acetaldehyde, and 4-nitroquinoline-1-oxide (4NQO; refs. 8, 9). Such cleavage complexes are particularly damaging when they produce collisions with replication forks, thereby introducing DNA double-strand breaks that can be detected as histone γ-H2AX foci (10). Recently, we also found that Top1cc form early during apoptosis (5, 11).

Besides regulating DNA topology, Top1 has been proposed to serve other important functions that might be considered as independent of its classic DNA cleavage-religation activity. First, Top1 may directly interact with many host cell proteins, including DNA repair factors, transcription factors, RNA splicing factors, cell cycle regulators, apoptosis-related proteins, and viral proteins, 6 suggesting the involvement of Top1 in a variety of physiologic processes mediated by those factors. Second, Top1 may serve as a general transcription cofactor by binding to the core transcription initiation complex (transcription factor IID; refs. 12, 13) to regulate transcription (12, 14). Top1 has also been suggested to activate transcription of specific genes [including epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)] by binding to c-Jun (15). Finally, Top1 may also regulate transcription by acting as a specific protein kinase for SR proteins, thereby contributing to RNA splicing (16).

The evidence for many of those classic and especially nonclassic functions is fragmentary or indirect. Hence, we wished to establish
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an experimental system with which to examine the possible functions of vertebrate Top1 in as well controlled a way as possible. Accordingly, we have generated and characterized colon and breast carcinoma cell lines stably transfected with small interfering RNA (siRNA) to down-regulate Top1.

Materials and Methods

Cell culture and establishment of stable siTop1 cell lines. HCT116 (NCI-DTP), MCF-7 (American Type Culture Collection), and the derived siTop1 and siCtrl cell lines were grown in DMEM plus 10% (vol/vol) heat-inactivated FCS. The genetic constructs for the Top1-knockdown cell lines are detailed in Supplementary Fig. S1. Hygromycin B–resistant clones were selected, and the resulting cell lines were designated as HCT116-siTop1, MCF-7-siTop1, HCT116-siCtrl, and MCF-7-siCtrl. The doubling times of the siTop1 and siCtrl cell lines was comparable.

Drug effects were assessed by sulforhodamine B (SRB) assays (Sigma-Aldrich; ref. 9).

Western blotting. Top1 monocolonal antibody was a kind gift from Dr. Yung-Chi Cheng (Yale University, New Haven, CT). Top2α and Top2β antibodies were from Abcam Inc. and BD, respectively. Top3α and Top3β antibodies were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc. Western blotting was done using electrochromiumine reagents (Pierce) and high-performance Hyperfilm-ECI (Amersham Biosciences).

CLEavage complexes were detected by the immunocomplex of enzyme (ICE) bios assay (9, 11).

Cyto genetic analyses and NOR staining. Spectral karyotyping (SKY) analyses were done as described (17). For NOR staining (18), chromosome spreads were stained, and metaphases were digitally recorded in two separate channels: fluorescent 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) to visualize chromosomes and transmitted light to record silver grains. Those gray-scale images were adjusted for contrast, inverted, merged, and pseudo-colored.

Micrococcal nuclease digestions. Nuclei were extracted using the TransFactor Extraction Kit (BD Biosciences) and digested with 1 unit/ml micrococcal nuclease (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) under standard conditions. DNA was purified and resolved by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis.

Immunofluorescence microscopy. Cells were lysed in hypotonic buffer [10 mmol/L Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 2.5 mmol/L MgCl2, 1 mmol/L phenyl methylsulfonyl fluoride, and 0.5% Nonidet P-40]. After being fixed, permeabilized, and blocked, cells were reacted with antibodies against proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) and γ-H2AX (Upstate Technology). Slides were incubated with secondary antibodies conjugated with Alexa-488 or Cy-3 and counterstained for DNA with DAPI. To observe nuclei and nucleoli, cells were stained with antibodies conjugated with Alexa-488 or Cy-3 and counterstained for propidium iodide (PI). Images were captured using confocal microscopy (Nikon-PCM-2000).

Bromodeoxyuridine incorporation. Following 30 min pulse-labeling with 50 μmol/L bromodeoxyuridine (BrdUrd, Calbiochem), cells were collected and stained with FITC-conjugated anti-BrdUrd antibody (Becton Dickinson). Cells were resuspended in 500 μL PI solution (50 μg/mL PI and 50 μg/mL RNase) and analyzed with a FACScan flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson).

Oligo microarrays and data analyses. Total RNA was extracted (RNeasy-Midi-Kit, Qiagen) and stored at –80°C. Antisense RNA (aRNA) was generated using 1 μg total RNA (Ambion-Message-Amp2-aRNA kit, Ambion). Biotin-CTP (Enzo-Biochemicals) and biotin-UTP (Roche Molecular Biochemicals) were incorporated during in vitro transcription. Quality controls were determined by BioAnalyzer Nano6000 Assay (Agilent Technologies). About 15 μg each of biotin-labeled aRNA were fragmented and hybridized as technical replicates to U133-plus-2-Genchips (Affymetrix). Genechips microarrays were washed, stained, scanned and saved as CEL files. CEL files were analyzed using programs developed in R, a programming language and developer environment for statistical computing and graphics. The Robust Multi-array Analysis (RMA) algorithm as implemented in the BioConductor package was employed for data normalization using the quantile method. This method aims at making the distribution of probe intensities the same across all arrays in a given set. Gene expression signal calculation was based on Perfect Match values from each probe set. To identify differentially expressed genes, RMA data were subjected to significance analysis of microarrays (SAM) with a false discovery rate (FDR) set to 5%.

Array comparative genomic hybridization analyses. Total DNA was analyzed in duplicate for comparative genomic hybridization (CGH; NimbleGen Systems). The data of all the probes against a given gene based on its chromosome location were extracted and averaged to determine the change in gene copy in the siTop1 cells relative to the corresponding siCtrl cells.

To determine whether Top1 down-regulation was accompanied in the mammalian expression vector pcDNA3.1/V5-His-TOPO (Invitrogen) to generate the pV5-Top1. For Top1 complementation, we mutated the Top1 DNA sequence in pV5-Top1 vector using the Quick-Change site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) with the primers 5’-CTCATGAGGGCCGTACGCGTTAGGTGGTGCGTACGTA-3’ (forward) and 3’-GAGTACCTCGGGACTTCGGTTCACAGGCATGCTG-5’ (reverse); 8 MWG-Biotech Inc.; Fig. 5C). The silent-mutated pV5-Top1, designated as pV5-Top1-sm, was transfected into the siTop1 cells. Asparagine synthetase (ASNS) mRNA was detected using Quantigene Branched-DNA Assays (Genospectra Inc.). The ASNS mRNA level for a given sample was then normalized to the cyclophilin B level for that sample.

Acute transfection with siRNAs against Top1 and ASNS. Two Top1 siRNAs (Top1-1 and Top1-2, respectively) targeting the Top1 cDNA sequence were generated: 5’-AATGGAGAAATGTGGGAGAA-3’ and 5’-AAGGACCTCCATGAGATACTAT-3’. Those silencing mutations were introduced in the pV5-Top1 vector using the Quick-Change site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) with the primers 5’-CTCATGAGGGCCGTACGCGTTAGGTGGTGCGTACGTA-3’ (forward) and 3’-GAGTACCTCGGGACTTCGGTTCACAGGCATGCTG-5’ (reverse); 8 MWG-Biotech Inc.; Fig. 5C). The silent-mutated pV5-Top1, designated as pV5-Top1-sm, was transfected into the siTop1 cells. Asparagine synthetase (ASNS) mRNA was detected using Quantigene Branched-DNA Assays (Genospectra Inc.). The ASNS mRNA level for a given sample was then normalized to the cyclophilin B level for that sample.

Results

Topoisomerase activities in the siTop1 cell lines. The main steps used to produce the siRNA vectors and siRNA cell lines are described in Supplementary Fig. S1. Cell pairs (siTop1 and siCtrl) were generated by transfection of the construct into human colon carcinoma HCT116 and breast carcinoma MCF-7 cells, followed by selection for resistance to hygromycin B. When examined by Western blotting, all of the siTop1 clones expressed Top1, albeit at much reduced levels. Two of the clones were selected for further studies based on their consistently low Top1 expression. Top1 protein levels were 10% to 20% of that in their respective control cell lines (Fig. 1A). Top1 down-regulation has been stable for more than 3 months in hygromycin B–free medium, indicating the effectiveness and stability of Top1 knockdown. Western blotting also showed no significant change in global protein levels for Top2α, Top2β, Top3α, or Top3β (Fig. 1B).

To determine whether Top1 down-regulation was accompanied by concurrent changes in topoisomerase activity at the chromatin level, we used camptothecin to trap Top1cc and then detected Top1 bound to cellular DNA by immunoblot following cesium gradient centrifugation (Fig. 1C; refs. 9, 19, 20). Both siTop1 cell
lines showed reduced trapping of Top1cc (Fig. 1C and D). Thus, Top1 down-regulation was effective at the chromatin level. Next, we determined whether chromatin-bound Top2 was changed in the siTop1 cell lines. For those studies, we used etoposide (VP-16), a specific Top2 inhibitor. Both of the siTop1 cell lines formed significantly more Top2α cleavage complexes (Fig. 1C and D). In contrast, Top2β cleavage complexes were unchanged in the Top1−down-regulated cell lines (Fig. 1C and D). Because etoposide targets both Top2α and Top2β, those experiments indicate a selective increase in the association of Top2α with chromatin in the Top1−down-regulated cell lines and suggest that Top2α compensates for defective Top1 at the chromatin level.

High frequency of genomic reorganizations in Top1-deficient cell lines. MCF-7 cells are notorious for intrinsic genomic instability and fast acquisition of karyotypic differences in culture (21, 22). In contrast, HCT116 has a stable, near-diploid chromosome number with only four structural chromosome rearrangements (17, 23), making it an ideal model for evaluation of genomic instability. Therefore, to detect the impact of Top1 reduction on genomic stability, we used comprehensive SKY-based karyotypic comparison of the HCT116-siTop1 and HCT116-siCtrl lines. Thirty-two metaphases each from HCT116-siTop1 and HCT116-siCtrl were randomly selected and submitted to spectral karyotyping. The basic karyotype in both cases was the same as reported previously (17) and is best described as: 45, X, der(10)t(10;16), der(16)t(8;16), der(18)t(17;18). The mean chromosome number was comparable in both cell lines (44.9 ± 0.8 for the siCtrl cells and 45.0 ± 1.8 for the siTop1 cells, P = 0.348). Detailed spectral karyotype analysis, however, revealed increased numerical aberrations in HCT116-siTop1. Thirty-two metaphases from the control cells showed altogether 12 numerical aberrations per pool of 1,436 chromosomes, whereas that value in HCT116-siTop1 cells was increased almost 3-fold to 32 per pool of 1,440 chromosomes (P = 0.0193). Much larger differences between the two cell lines were observed for structural aberrations. Thirty-two metaphases from control cells showed only one [(t(10;14))] translocation, whereas corresponding
samples from HCT116-siTop1 cells showed 17 deletions, translocations, and inversions ($P = 0.0002$). When numerical and structural changes were pooled together, the statistical difference was highly significant ($P = 0.0008$; Fig. 2A). Those data indicate that Top1 knockdown is associated with genomic reorganizations in HCT116 cells.

Because ribosomal DNA (rDNA) alterations are among the most obvious phenotypes of Top1-deficient yeast (24), we used the controlled silver-staining assay to probe nucleolar organizing regions (NOR; ref. 18). NORs are comprised of rDNA sequences tandemly clustered on the short arms of the five acrocentric chromosomes (no. 13, 14, 15, 21, and 22). In both HCT116-siTop1 and -siCtrl, almost 100% of chromosomes 13, 15, and 22 were labeled, whereas chromosome 14 often showed only one labeled copy in both samples. The average number of NOR signals per acrocentric chromosome was smaller ($0.79 \pm 0.08$) in HCT116-siTop1 cells compared with controls ($0.86 \pm 0.06$), and this statistically significant ($P \leq 0.012$) difference may have resulted, in part, from the fact that in HCT116-siTop1, only one copy of chromosome 21 exhibited positive NORs, compared with HCT116-siCtrl cells where both copies were labeled (Fig. 2B) in nearly all metaphases ($P = 0.0005$). Those results suggest that Top1 deficiency may be associated with decreased NOR activity.

To evaluate whether Top1 down-regulation also affected chromatin structure, we used micrococcal assays. Figure 2C shows no detectable difference between HCT116 siCtrl and HCT116 siTop1 cells in the global distribution of nucleosomal arrays.

**Top1 deficiency leads to the formation of histone $\gamma$-H2AX foci associated with replication.** To find factors that contribute to the chromosomal changes observed in the siTop1 cells, we searched for histone $\gamma$-H2AX foci, which are indicators of genomic instability and DNA double-strand breaks (DSB; refs. 25, 26). Figure 3A and B shows that both HCT116- and MCF-7-siTop1 cell lines formed more endogenous $\gamma$-H2AX foci than did their respective control cell lines. Notably, those $\gamma$-H2AX foci were produced selectively in PCNA-positive cells (Fig. 3A), showing their association with DNA replication (10). Moreover, the $\gamma$-H2AX foci colocalized with the PCNA foci (Fig. 3B).

To examine replication, BrdUrd pulse-labeling experiments were done. They showed an overall reduction of BrdUrd incorporation in both the HCT116-siTop1 and MCF-7-siTop1 cells (24% and 29% reduction for HCT116-siTop1 and MCF-7-siTop1 compared with the corresponding siCtrl cells, respectively; Fig. 3C). Altogether, the $\gamma$-H2AX, PCNA, and BrdUrd data show that Top1 deficiency produces replication defects and replication-associated DSB (10).

**Nuclear abnormalities in siTop1 cells.** Figure 3D shows representative images of nuclei from the HCT116 and MCF-7 pairs. The size of the nuclei and number of nucleoli were greater in the Top1 siRNA cells than in the corresponding controls. The MCF-7-siTop1 showed the largest nuclei (Fig. 3D, bottom). Nucleolar structures were better separated from each other in MCF-7 than in HCT116, and the MCF-7-siTop1 showed clear increased number of nucleoli and heterogeneity in size. The
increased number of nucleoli was less in the HCT116-siTop1. Altogether, those observations suggest that Top1 deficiency affects nuclear and nucleolar structures.

**Top1 selectively regulates gene transcription.** To investigate a possible involvement of Top1 in the regulation of transcription, we studied mRNA levels using Affymetrix U133-plus-2-Genechips. The array contains 54,613 probe sets against more than 47,000 transcripts, including 17,942 different genes with HuGO (Human Genome Organization) names. A list of 308 candidate genes was generated by taking the changes common to two independent experiments on two different clones of the HCT116-derived sublines (Fig. 4A). The changes in mRNA levels of 19 genes chosen from that merged list were validated by quantitative reverse transcription-PCR (QRT-PCR; Supplementary Table S2). Western blotting also showed consistent changes for 14 of 15 genes assessed (Figs. 1A and 5B and Supplementary Fig. S2A). In addition, HCT116-siTop1 and HCT116-siCtrl cell lines showed similar mRNA half-lives (Supplementary Fig. S2B), excluding the possibility that differential mRNA degradation had led to the differences between the mRNA levels of those genes.

**Figure 3.** Increased γ-H2AX foci, reduced replication rate, increased nuclear size, and nucleolar number in the siTop1 cell lines. A, fractions of γ-H2AX–positive cells and PCNA-positive cells. About 400 cells were counted for each cell type. The color code is indicated below the pie charts. B, representative immunofluorescence images for γ-H2AX– and PCNA-positive siTop1 cells. Green and red, PCNA and γ-H2AX foci in the merged images, respectively. Yellow foci, colocalized signals. C, representative FACScan analyses following pulse-labeling with BrdUrd (30 min). BrdUrd and PI incorporation are plotted on the Y- and X-axes, respectively. Gated regions defined from the control cells without BrdUrd (data not shown) were used to calculate BrdUrd incorporation relative to total positive signal. Percentages are the mean of two independent determinations for % BrdUrd incorporation. D, top, representative images for nuclei and nucleoli after PI staining. Bottom left, quantitation of nuclear size and nucleoli numbers. Fifteen nuclei were chosen randomly and measured for each cell line. Top, nuclear size (approximated as the product of the long and short diameters of a given nucleus). Bottom, numbers of nucleoli per nucleus. Bottom right, relative increase in mean nuclear size and number of nucleoli in both siTop1 cell lines relative to the respective siCtrl cell lines. Data are the ratio of mean values obtained from the individual measurements derived from the analysis of 60 individual cells (left).
To identify genes transcriptionally regulated by Top1, we conducted additional microarray analyses on the MCF-7-siTop1 and MCF-7-siCtrl cell lines. The data discussed in this publication have been deposited in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) of the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) and are accessible through GEO series accession number GSE7161. Taking the genes differentially expressed in three separate experiments (one from the MCF-7-derived cell pair and the other two from replicates of the HCT116-derived pair) produced a list of 55 genes (Fig. 4A and B and Supplementary Table S1). Among those 55 genes, four were up-regulated (7.3%), and 51 were down-regulated (92.7%). Twelve of the genes are related to cellular substance metabolism and transport, nine genes to cellular signal transduction, and nine to nucleic acid or chromosome binding (Fig. 4B and Supplementary Table S1). Notably, expression of the genes coding for Top1-interacting proteins was not modulated in siTop1 cells at either the mRNA or protein level.

We next asked by CGH whether the mRNA changes observed in the Top1 siRNA cells were related to alterations in gene structure. 

Figure 4. Selective transcription deregulation in the siTop1 cell lines. A, Venn diagrams showing the number of genes with significant changes in mRNA expression in three independent microarray experiments (Exp.). Yellow and blue, HCT116-siTop1 data. Red, MCF-7-siTop1 data. B, relative expression and functional classification of the 55 genes with consistent changes in mRNA level in both siTop1 cell lines. Points, means of eight values from two individual experiments for HCT116-siTop1 cells and the mean of four values from one experiment for MCF-7-siTop1 cells. C, relative expression of ASNS and of the genes flanking ASNS on chromosome 7. Data were collected from the microarray analyses. D, DNA copy numbers for the 55 genes with modified transcripts detected in the siTop1 cells. Analyses were done by array CGH. Points, averages of the data points of all the probes against the given gene in a duplicate experiment. In B–D, black and gray, HCT116-siTop1 and MCF-7-siTop1 cell lines, respectively.
Figure 4D shows only minor DNA copy number changes in the HCT116-siTop1 cells. Although the MCF-7-siTop1 showed more abnormalities, there was no correlation between genomic and mRNA alterations (compare in Fig. 4B and D), indicating that the gene dysregulation in siTop1 cells is due to transcription rather than genetic defects.

One of the transcripts down-regulated in the siTop1 cell lines was ASNS (Fig. 4B, green ellipse). To further analyze the relationship between ASNS and Top1, we measured mRNA levels of the genes within ~2.3 million bp of the ASNS gene (Fig. 4C). Among the 17 genes located in that region, ASNS was the only one whose mRNA levels were changed by more than 50% in the siTop1 cells compared with their respective controls (Fig. 4C). Those results suggest that the down-regulation of ASNS in the siTop1 cells is not simply a regional genomic effect, and that the regulation of transcription by Top1 is gene specific.

Top1 regulates ASNS expression. The ASNS mRNA down-regulation observed by microarray analysis in the Top1 siRNA cell lines was confirmed independently using the Quantigene Branched-DNA assay (Fig. 5A). Western blotting also showed reduced ASNS protein levels (Fig. 5B). To test the causal role of Top1 reduction in the decreased expression of the ASNS gene, we did Top1 complementation experiments. Because of the endogenously produced Top1 siRNA, we engineered a Top1 transfection vector (pV5-Top1-sm) with silent mutations in the Top1-siRNA target sequence (Fig. 5C, left). Transfection of pV5-Top1-sm effectively enhanced Top1 protein levels and also increased the expression of ASNS mRNA in a time-dependent manner in both HCT116-siTop1 and MCF-7-siTop1 cell lines (Fig. 5C, right), suggesting that Top1 plays a causal role in the regulation of ASNS expression, a conclusion further supported by the decreased expression of ASNS protein following transient transfection with Top1 siRNAs (Fig. 5D). Transfection of ASNS siRNA, on the other hand, had no effect on Top1 expression (Fig. 5D, right). Overall, those results indicate that Top1 positively regulates ASNS at the level of transcription.

Stable Top1 reduction changes drug responsiveness. Besides camptothecins, various DNA-interactive agents can trap Top1cc, including reactive oxygen species, alkylating agents, antimetabolites, and carcinogens (8, 9). Staurosporine also leads to the formation of apoptotic Top1cc (11). For many of those agents,
however, it has remained unclear whether and to what extent Top1cc contribute to the biological effects. We used the siTop1 cell lines to address that question. More than 20 compounds targeting at least 15 different molecular pathways, as well as ionizing and UV radiations, were investigated (Fig. 6 and Supplementary Tables S3 and S4). Only the agents giving differential responses in the siTop1 and siCtrl cells will be discussed here.

Both siTop1 cell lines were 6- to 8-fold resistant to camptothecin (Fig. 6 and Supplementary Table S3A) and to the indenoisoquinoline NSC 706744 (MJ-III-65; ref. 27), which both target Top1 directly (5). The siTop1 cell lines were also resistant to 4-NQO, which traps Top1cc as it forms carcinogenic DNA adducts (9). Both siTop1 cell lines showed slight resistance to the potent apoptosis inducer staurosporine (28), which may be attributable to the role of Top1 in promoting apoptosis (5, 29). Both siTop1 cell lines were also slightly resistant to aphidicolin and hydroxyurea, possibly as a result of a replication slowdown (see Fig. 3C). Chk1 activation by aphidicolin was also attenuated in HCT116 siTop1 cells (Supplementary Fig. S3A).

Conversely, both siTop1 cell lines were 2-fold hypersensitive to etoposide (Fig. 6), consistent with increased Top2α cleavage complexes (see Fig. 1C and D). The siTop1 cells were hypersensitive to L-asparaginase (Fig. 6), an observation consistent with complexes (see Fig. 1A). The siTop1 cells were also hypersensitive to actinomycin D (Fig. 6), which may be related to the importance of Top1 for rDNA transcription.

**Discussion**

In this study, we designed and introduced Top1 siRNA constructs into human cell lines to establish siTop1 cell lines from two different tissues of origin (colon carcinoma HCT116-siTop1 and breast carcinomas MCF-7-siTop1). Both siTop1 cell lines show a stable ~5-fold reduction of Top1 expression. However, neither of the siTop1 clones lacked Top1, consistent with the idea that, in contrast to yeast (2), human cells require Top1 [as do mouse and fly embryos (6, 7)]. The studies reported here provide the first direct lines of evidence for nonclassic roles of human Top1 in maintaining genomic stability, regulating gene-specific transcription and determining response to anticancer drugs.

**Human Top1 and genomic integrity.** Previous studies have shown that Top1 inhibitors can induce deletion mutations (30), chromosomal aberrations (31), and replication double-strand breaks (10). However, using Top1 inhibitors (e.g., CPT) cannot appropriately define the role of Top1 in genomic stability because drug-stabilized Top1cc act as DNA damage lesions. Our finding that both siTop1 cell lines exhibit genomic alterations in the absence of drug treatment (Figs. 2 and 3) indicate that Top1 deficiency in human cells leads to chromosomal rearrangements (Fig. 2A), replication slowdown and replication-associated DNA lesions (Fig. 3A–C), as well as rDNA (Fig. 2B) and nucleolar alterations (Fig. 3D).

Although yeast and human Top1s are relatively conserved (32), genetic and functional insights derived from yeast can be extrapolated to humans only with caution because genetic inactivation of Top1 is not lethal in either budding (33) or fission yeast (34), whereas knocking out the TOP1 gene is lethal in mice (7) and flies (6). The more stringent requirement for Top1 in human cells may be related to the complexity of the human genome, with its developmental and epigenetic controls. In agreement with the fact that Top1 is the major replication swivel in yeast (35), the human siTop1 cells showed replication defects, including replication-associated γ-H2AX foci (Fig. 3A and B), reduced nucleotide incorporation (Fig. 3C), and resistance to aphidicolin and hydroxyurea (Fig. 6 and Supplementary Table S3). Top1 deficiency may increase replication fork stalling and collapse because of excess superhelical tension in replicating chromatin domains (35).

The siTop1 cells are also characterized by abnormally high levels of chromosomal structure rearrangement (Fig. 2). Those rearrangements may arise from the replication defects discussed above and/or may be linked to chromatin alterations. Indeed, in *Xenopus* extracts, Top1 is the dominant actor in chromatin assembly (36). Our micrococcal nuclease analyses showed comparable nucleosomal patterns in siTop1 cells and their normal counterpart (Fig. 2C). Thus, chromatin perturbations resulting from Top1 deficiency may be localized to certain genomic regions and may not be detectable by global analyses. Consistently, in yeast, Top1 deficiency increases negative supercoiling without producing detectable changes in nucleosomal spacing (37). The increase in Top2α in both siTop1 cell lines might correspond to a compensatory mechanism for Top1 deficiency as Top2α has recently been shown to relax positive supercoiling preferentially, whereas Top2β and Top3 are equally effective at removing positive and negative supercoiling (38). However, the compensatory increase of Top2α activity might contribute, together with the Top1 deficiency, to the chromosomal rearrangements observed in the siTop1 cells because Top2 can promote chromosomal translocations (39).

Another characteristic of the siTop1 cells is the presence of structural alterations. Both siTop1 cell lines (particularly the MCF-7-siTop1 cells) showed increased numbers of nucleoli and heterogeneity in nucleolar size (Fig. 3D). Such nucleolar defects may be related to the nucleolar concentration of Top1 in normal
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arrays showed 55 genes whose expression was altered in both siTop1 cell lines (Fig. 4). Considering that those genes are altered in both cell lines despite their different tissues of origin (i.e., breast and colon), we conclude the involvement of Top1 in the transcriptional regulation of at least some of those 55 genes. The complete data set will be made publicly available at the Discover Web site11 and has been deposited in the Gene Expression omnibus of the NCBI (GEO series accession number GSE7161).9 Our current analysis did not focus on colon- or breast-specific differences. Nevertheless, Top1 has been implicated in tissues-
specific transcriptional regulation, for example, in the case of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) gene, whose expression has been reported to be positively regulated by Top1 in human fibrosarcoma HT-1080 cells (15). However, we find EGFR gene expression to be within normal levels in our colon and breast carcinoma siTop1 cells. Comparison of our microarray gene list (Fig. 4B and Supplementary Table S1) from the siTop1 cell lines with those from camptothecin-treated human cell lines shows no similarity in gene expression changes. The dissimilarities probably reflect the fact that Top1 inhibitors primarily activate DNA damage responses (43) rather than simply reducing Top1 catalytic activity.

Only 4 of the 55 differentially expressed genes were up-regulated (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Table S1). Two of those genes belong to the group of nucleic acid and chromatin binding factors, HIST1H2BD (coding for histone H2B type 1-D) and NR2F2, which may compensate for the transcriptional defects resulting from Top1 down-regulation. The two other up-regulated genes, CD59 and GPI3, both encode factors that protect cells (44, 45). We also found the inactivation of the BAX gene in HCT116-siTop1 cells (data not shown). Thus, the inactivation of death pathways may provide a growth advantage to the siTop1 cells as they accumulate replication-associated DNA damage and genomic lesions.

ASNS is among the 51 genes consistently down-regulated in both siTop1 cell lines (Fig. 4). The fact that the genes immediately flanking the ASNS gene locus in chromosome 7 are not differentially expressed in the siTop1 cells (Fig. 4C) suggests a specific effect of Top1 on the ASNS gene, rather than a regional chromosomal effect. Moreover, the parallel expression of ASNS and Top1 mRNA and protein levels in response to the transient reduction of Top1 protein and to Top1 complementation (Fig. 5) suggests a direct causal relationship between Top1 and ASNS expression. Thus, it is likely that Top1 is specifically involved in the up-regulation of ASNS transcription. However, the reverse is not true; the down-regulation of ASNS by siRNA does not affect Top1 expression (Fig. 5D). ASNS is a housekeeping gene. Its main promoter contains no conventional TATA and CAAT boxes. It contains GC boxes (putative SP1 sites) and multiple transcription start sites and, notably, a nutrient-sensing response unit located within the ASNS main promoter (46, 47). In addition to ASNS, 11 metabolism genes (20% of all changed genes) were down-regulated in the siTop1 cells (Supplementary Table S1), suggesting that Top1 may be involved in the regulation of housekeeping genes. The mechanism of such regulation and, more specifically, the role of DNA supercoiling in the regulation of metabolism and transport genes deserve further study.

Roles of human Top1 in responses to anticancer agents and apoptosis. The siTop1 cell lines provided us with a way to test the effect of Top1 on cellular sensitivity to diverse anticancer agents. Staurosporine is a protein kinase inhibitor and a remarkably potent and widely used inducer of apoptosis in a variety of cell lines (28), which also induces apoptotic Top1cc (11). The resistance of both siTop1 cell lines to staurosporine (Fig. 6 and Supplementary Table SL4) provides functional evidence for a role of Top1 in apoptotic cell death.

The drugs showing increased activity in both Top1–down-
regulated cell lines include l-asparaginase, etoposide (VP-16), and actinomycin D (Fig. 6; Supplementary Table S3B). Because ASNS expression is related to cellular resistance to l-ASP (Fig. 6) and because the reduction of Top1 levels is observed in cells treated with Top1 inhibitors (48), the results presented here open the novel possibility of combining l-ASP with a Top1 inhibitor for cancer treatment.

The pharmacologic experiments discussed above show the utility of the siTop1 cell lines as new tools for studying the role of Top1 as a target for not only therapeutic but also carcinogenic agents. That approach is complementary to the use of yeast cells lacking Top1 (4, 49), with the advantage of avoiding cell permeability limitations in yeast and of being closer to human tissues in the case of drugs with therapeutic potential.
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